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We introduce transition operators that in a given basis of the single-site states of a many-body
system have a single non-vanishing matrix element and introduce their correlation functions. We
show that they fall into groups that decay with the same rate. The mutual information defined in
terms of the von Neumann entropy between two sites is given in terms of these so-called generalized
correlation functions. We confirm numerically that the long-distance decay of the mutual informa-
tion follows the square of that of the most slowly decaying generalized correlation function. The
main advantage of our procedure is that, in order to identify the most relevant physical processes,
there is no need to know a priori the nature of the ordering in the system, i.e., no need to explicitly
construct particular physical correlation functions. We explore the behavior of the mutual informa-
tion and the generalized correlation functions for comformally invariant models and for the SU(n)
Hubbard model with n = 2, 3, 4, and 5, which are, in general, not conformally invariant. In this
latter case, we show that for filling f = 1/q and q < n, the ground state consists of highly entangled
q-site units that are further entangled by single bonds. In addition, we extend the picture of the
two-site mutual information and the corresponding generalized correlation functions to the n-site
case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phases of many-body systems are often characterized
in terms of the long-distance behavior of spatial corre-
lation functions.1,2 In particular, the decay of a correla-
tion function to a finite value at long distance is charac-
teristic of an ordered phase, exponential decay indicates
a gapped or disordered phase, while power-law decay is
a characteristic feature of critical systems. In quantum
systems, entanglement-based measures can also be used
to characterize phases.3,4 In the past decade, much ef-
fort has been devoted to developing and understanding
quantitative measures of entanglement.5–8 Our goal here
is to elucidate the relationship between traditional corre-
lation functions and such entanglement-based measures
of quantum correlations.
The full description of a quantum mechanical system
can be given in a pure state by the wavefunction, |Ψ〉, or
in a mixed state by the density matrix, ρ. For a bipar-
tite system in a pure state, information on the entangle-
ment of the two parts of the system is encoded in the re-
duced density matrix of one subsystem, ρA = TrB |Ψ〉〈Ψ |,
where we label the subsystem of interest by A and the
other subsystem by B, and TrB means carrying out the
trace over subsystem B. The eigenvalue spectrum of ρA
completely characterizes the entanglement between sub-
systems A and B. A number of quantitative measures
of entanglement can be extracted from the eigenvalue
spectrum.7,8 The most commonly used measure is the
von Neumann entropy9,10
sA = −TrρA ln ρA ; (1)
others include the more general Re´nyi entropy,11 the
concurrence,6 and the Schmidt number. Once the eigen-
values wα of ρA are known, the von Neumann entropy
can be calculated using sA = −
∑
α wα lnwα.
The Hilbert space of a finite many-body quantum sys-
tem is formed by taking the tensor product of simple
building-block systems, which will be called “sites”; here
we generally take the sites to be local units with “finite
Hilbert spaces” on a regular lattice. In Eq. (1), sub-
system A can be formed, in general, from an arbitrary
subset of the total set of sites. While the usual practice
is to take one, two, or more neighboring sites, it can also
be useful to form it from non-adjacent sites.12
The number of sites included and where they are lo-
cated on the lattice can be tailored to obtain specific
information on the distribution of entanglement on the
lattice, which can then be used to characterize the phys-
ical nature of the quantum phase of the system. For
example, the scaling behavior of the von Neumann en-
tropy of a contiguous block of sites with the number
of sites has been used to study the quantum phases of
one-dimensional systems. For systems with local interac-
tions, this “block entropy” diverges logarithmically with
block size for critical systems, but saturates for gapped
systems,13,14 and it has more complex behavior when
non-local interactions are present.15,16
The entropy of particular subsystems such as the
single-site, the nearest-neighbor two-site, and the block
entropy as a function of microscopic control parameters
can be used to detect and characterize many classes of
quantum phase transitions.5,14,17–22 However, since topo-
logical states cannot be described by local order param-
eters, quantum phase transitions to such states must be
detected by alternative means.23–28 For example, for two-
dimensional systems with topological order such as the
2Heisenberg model on a kagome lattice, deviations of the
block entropy from area-law scaling can be used to detect
topologically ordered phases.29–31 In addition, a gap in
the entanglement spectrum can be used to characterize
topological order.32
In the cases discussed above, the entanglement has
been measured between two subsystems of a bipartite
partition of the total system. Thus, it characterizes all
correlations of quantum origin when the total system is
in a pure state. While the dependence of these subsystem
entropies on size and placement on the lattice can yield
some information on spatial properties, they do not con-
tain specific information on the entanglement between
sites.
Taking into account the amount and structure of en-
tanglement between different part of a large system is
also very important in developing numerical algorithms
based on tensor product approximations.33–47 Since the
computational cost of all of these methods is determined
by the rank of the matrices15,48 and tensors,49 it is cru-
cial to obtain as much knowledge as possible about the
entanglement structure of the system under study and to
incorporate this knowledge in the matrix or tensor struc-
ture of the state used to simulate it.47
In the present paper, we will consider correlations be-
tween two sites. Since these sites are embedded in a
larger system, they are, in general, in a mixed state,
leading to a more complicated picture of the origin of
the correlations. The correlations can be of classical or
of quantum origin; moreover, there are quantum corre-
lations which are not due to entanglement.50 A useful
quantity to numerically characterize all kinds of correla-
tions between pairs of sites is the mutual information
Iij = si + sj − sij , (2)
calculated between two generally placed sites, i and j.
Here si is the von Neumann entropy defined in Eq. (1),
where now a subsytem A is chosen to be the single site
i, and sij is the entropy of the subsystem consisting of
sites i and j. The mutual information Iij describes the
correlation between sites i and j embedded in a larger
system. When studied for all pairs i and j, it yields a
weighted graph of the overall correlations of both classi-
cal and quantum origin in the lattice. The mutual infor-
mation defined in this way has been used previously to
study correlation between neighboring sites in spin and
fermionic chains with local interactions51 and in quan-
tum chemical problems.16,52–56 Here we will study its re-
lationship to conventional two-point correlation functions
in quantum lattice models.
We will introduce transition operators that in a given
basis of single-site states of a many-body system have a
single non-vanishing matrix element. We will then show
that the matrix elements of the two-site density matrix
needed to calculate the mutual information can be ex-
pressed in terms of expectation values of transition oper-
ators. These matrix elements have the form of general-
ized correlation functions and contain, by definition, all
two-site correlations. Thus, there is no need for a pri-
ori knowledge about the nature of the ordering in the
system, i.e., no need to explicitly construct particular
physical correlation functions. The two-site mutual in-
formation in terms of the von Neumann entropy consists
of a weighted average of generalized correlation functions
and, in fact, measures the strength of the overall corre-
lation between sites i and j. In the following, we will
call this an “entanglement bond” if it is larger than a
pre-defined threshold value, chosen here to be 10−1. The
two-site mutual information, however, does not explicitly
tell us what physical process is responsible for the entan-
glement in the system. The task, then, is to relate the
generalized correlation functions to physically motivated
correlation functions such as spin-spin, density-density,
electron-hole, or pairing correlation functions.
Within the context of a discussion of the entropy area
law for classes of classical and quantum lattice models
with short-range Hamiltonians, Wolf et al.57 derived an
inequality (their Eq. (5)) in which the mutual informa-
tion of two spatially separated regions is bounded from
below by the (appropriately normalized) square of any
connected correlation function between local operators
in the two regions. The implication is that the equality
holds at large separations when the most slowly decaying
correlation function is inserted. Our study of the two-site
mutual information finds that the equality does indeed
apply for the most slowly decaying correlation function,
consistent with this bound. In addition, for conformally
invariant systems, Furukawa et al.58 studied the behavior
of the mutual information of two separated subsystems of
general size and related its behavior to the square of the
exponent of the leading algebraic decay of the two-point
correlation functions. Our findings below for conformally
invariant phases are consistent with this result.
In summary, our goal is, on the one hand, to provide
an explicit scheme for efficiently contructing the two-site
mutual information for the the density-matrix renormal-
ization group (DMRG) and other matrix-product-state-
(MPS)-based methods and, on the other, to investigate
its behavior for several conformally and non-conformally-
invariant models to make contact with the theoretical
predictions in Refs. 57 and 14.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe the theoretical background. In Sec. III, we demon-
strate our approach on the one-dimensional, spin-1/2,
anisotropic Heisenberg model. In Sec. IV, we present
the spatial entanglement pattern for the SU(n) Hubbard
model at various commensurate fillings and, based on the
generalized correlation functions, identify the underlying
relevant physical processes. Finally, Sec. V contains our
conclusions.
3II. THE ONE- AND TWO-SITE DENSITY
MATRIX
A. One-site density matrix and the transition
operators
The N -site wave function can be written in terms of
the single-site q-dimensional basis as
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α1,...,αN
Cα1,...αN |α1〉 . . . |αN 〉 , (3)
where the αj denote single-site basis states and the set
of coefficients Cα1,...,αN can be viewed as an Nth-order
tensor. Matrix elements of the single-site density matrix
〈α′i|ρi|αi〉 are calculated by taking the trace of |Ψ〉〈Ψ |
over all local bases except for αi, the bases of sites
i. The dimension of C grows exponentially with sys-
tem size N ; thus, such full tensor representations of
the wave function are only possible for small system
sizes. Fortunately, the Nth-order tensor C can, in many
cases, be efficiently factorized into a product of matrices,
Cα1,...,αN = Aα1 . . . AαN , leading to a MPS representa-
tion of the wave function, where the Aαi are M × M
matrices in general.38 For systems with open boundary
conditions, Aα1 and AαN are row and column vectors,
respectively. In the MPS representation, the calculation
of ρi is straightforward as it corresponds to the contrac-
tion of the network over all states except those at site
i. A diagram depicting such a contraction for a finite,
N = 8-site system is shown in Fig. 1. In the MPS-based
FIG. 1. Contraction of the MPS network to calculate the
one-site reduced density matrix for a chain with N = 8.
two-site DMRG method, the system is divided into four
subsystems, and |Ψ〉 is formed from the tensor products
of the corresponding Hilbert spaces (see Ref. [34]). For a
given partitioning, expectation values can be calculated
within the multi-site block basis.
In general, the trace to obtain ρi, as carried out over
the MPS wave function can be decomposed into a sum
of projection operators related to the bases described by
the free variables αi. That is, the matrix representa-
tion of the one-site reduced density matrix 〈α′i|ρi|αi〉 can
be constructed from operators describing transitions be-
tween the single-site basis |αi〉.
For a q-dimensional local Hilbert space, we can rep-
resent transitions between the basis states using q2 pos-
sible transition operators T (m) with m = 1 · · · q2. The
structure of the q × q operators T (m) is simple: each
operator contains only a single non-vanishing matrix el-
ement with the value one at position α′, α, where |α〉
is the initial state and |α′〉 is the final state; explicitly,
(T (m))α′,α = δα+q[α′−1],m. It thus acts like a transition
matrix between state |α〉 and |α′〉, T (m)|α〉 = |α′〉, for
α = (m−1)(mod q)+1 and α′ = ⌊(m− 1)/q⌋+1, where
⌊x⌋ denotes the floor function, the integral part of x.
These operators can be extended to operate on the com-
plete Hilbert space consisting of N local Hilbert spaces
labeled by i = 1, . . . , N as
T
(m)
i =
i−1⊗
j=1
1 ⊗ T (m) ⊗
N⊗
j=i+1
1 , (4)
where the operators on the right-hand side act on the
appropriate local single-site basis, and 1 is the identity
operator on the local basis.
For the many-electron wave function, the matrix el-
ements of the one-site reduced density matrices can be
expressed in terms of expectation values of T
(m)
i opera-
tors acting on specific sites. When the individual local
states are completely distinguished by abelian quantum
numbers, the one-site density matrix is diagonal and has
the form 〈α′i|ρi|αi〉 = δαi,α′i〈T
(αi(q+1)−q)
i 〉, where the ex-
pectation values are calculated using the N -site many-
body state. Once the one-site reduced density matrix
ρi is constructed, si can be determined from its eigenval-
ues, which are the selected expectation values themselves,
hence si = −
∑q
l=1〈T
l(q+1)−q
i 〉 × ln〈T
l(q+1)−q
i 〉.
B. Two-site density matrix and the generalized
correlation functions
We now consider the two-site reduced density matrix
ρij . It can be calculated by taking the trace of |Ψ〉〈Ψ |
over all local bases except for αi and αj , the bases of
sites i and j. In the MPS representation, the calcula-
tion of ρij corresponds to product of bra- and ket-MPS
with two sites left uncontracted. Its matrix elements
〈α′i, β
′
j | ρij |αi, βj〉 mediate a transition from state |αi, βj〉
to state |α′i, β
′
j〉, where αi and α
′
i label the initial and fi-
nal states, respectively, on spatial site i and βj and β
′
j
the initial and final states, respectively, on spatial site
j. Thus, ρij can be calculated from expectation values of
operator products T
(m)
i T
(n)
j . Here the two q-dimensional
spaces for states defined on sites i and j are expressed as
one q2-dimensional space. Since the operators T
(m)
i can
be expressed in terms of localized spin and fermion op-
erators, the two-site reduced density matrix ρij can be
built explicitly from the expectation values of two-site
operator products. The two-site reduced density matrix
ρij has non-zero matrix elements only between two-site
states possessing the same quantum numbers because ρij
does not change the quantum numbers of the two sites
(i.e., ρij is block-diagonal in the two-site product basis),
reducing the number of matrix elements that need be cal-
culated. The symmetry properties of ρij further reduce
4the number of expectation values to be determined.
Once the two-site reduced density matrix ρij is con-
structed, sij can be determined from its eigenvalues
wij,α, and the mutual information can be calculated us-
ing Eq. (2). An important feature of this method is that
one can also analyze the sources of entanglement encoded
in Iij by studying the behavior of the matrix elements of
ρij . We term the expectation values of pairs of state-
transition operators, 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 = 〈Ψ |T
(m)
i T
(n)
j |Ψ〉,
generalized correlation functions in order to distinguish
them from conventional correlation functions, i.e., those
based on physically motivated operators such as local
spin or density operators. This is a generalization of the
procedure introduced in the DMRG context for spin-1/2
fermion models in Refs. 52 and 55. As we will see be-
low, they can be used to identify the relevant physical
processes that lead to the generation of the entangle-
ment. This procedure will be demonstrated on the spin-
1/2 Heisenberg model and on the SU(n) Hubbard model
for n ≥ 2.
It is important to take into account that when ρij is
calculated, the system is decomposed into three subsys-
tems. For a tripartite system, the wave function can be
written
|Ψ〉 =
∑
αi,αj ,β
Cαi,αj ,β |αi〉|αj〉|β〉 , (5)
where αi and αj label the bases of the sites i and j, and
β labels the basis of the environment, which is composed
of the remaining sites. A given generalized correlation
function describes the transition from a particular initial
state to a particular final state. It can be expressed in
terms of the coefficients of the corresponding wave func-
tion in the tripartite basis as
〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 =
∑
α′
i
,α′
j
,β′
∑
αi,αj ,β
C∗α′
i
,α′
j
,β′Cαi,αj ,β 〈α
′
i|〈α
′
j |〈β
′|T
(m)
i T
(n)
j |αi〉|αj〉|β〉 =
∑
β
C∗l(m),l(n),βCr(m),r(n),β , (6)
where r(m) = (m − 1)(mod q) + 1 and l(m) =
⌊(m− 1)/q⌋ + 1. A given generalized correlation func-
tion measures the amplitude in the wavefunction within
a particular environment. For example, it can be used to
characterize the singlet valence bond between sites with
spin-1/2 degrees of freedom.
In general, 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 contains both connected and
disconnected contributions between subsystems i and j.
Therefore, it can, in general, scale to a finite value as
the distance l = |i − j| is increased. Note that this can
occur even if the many-body state is not characterized
by long-range order, i.e., even if the physical correlation
function goes to zero for large l. In order to circumvent
this behavior, we generally study the connected part of
the generalized correlation functions,
〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉C = 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 − 〈T
(m)
i 〉〈T
(n)
j 〉 , (7)
where the disconnected part, given by the product of
the expectation values of the local transition operators,
is subtracted out. Note that in Eq. (2), the mutual in-
formation is formulated in such a way that the discon-
nected parts of the general correlation functions do not
contribute. However, there is no way to express Iij di-
rectly as a function of the connected parts of the gener-
alized correlation functions.
The spatial behavior of the correlation functions de-
pends esentially on the type of intermediate states for
which the matrix elements of T
(m)
i and T
(n)
j are finite be-
tween these states and the ground state. Different T
(m)
i
operators may transfer the ground state to the same in-
termediate state and, therefore, different generalized cor-
relation functions may have similar properties. There-
fore, we can classify the generalized correlation functions
according to their type of decay. This behavior will also
be investigated in detail in the following sections. Note
that the decay properties of two-site correlation functions
can also be obtained from the transfer operator used in
the MPS framework.59,60
C. Example: spin-1/2 case
As an example, we first consider a spin-1/2 model. The
local Hilbert space is two-dimensional and is spanned by
the spin-up basis state | ↑〉 and the spin-down basis state
| ↓〉. The action of the four possible T (m) (form = 1 . . . 4)
and their representations as standard one-site operators
are given as
T
(1)
i = | ↓〉〈↓ | = −S
z
i +
1
2
1 , T
(2)
i = | ↓〉〈↑ | = S
−
i ,
T
(3)
i = | ↑〉〈↓ | = S
+
i , T
(4)
i = | ↑〉〈↑ | = S
z
i +
1
2
1 .
(8)
Using these definitions, we can express the physical
correlation functions, Gij , directly in terms of the gener-
5alized correlation functions,
Gxxij = 〈S
x
i S
x
j 〉 =
1
4
(
〈T
(2)
i T
(3)
j 〉+ 〈T
(3)
i T
(2)
j 〉
+ 〈T
(2)
i T
(2)
j 〉+ 〈T
(3)
i T
(3)
j 〉
)
,
Gyyij = 〈S
y
i S
y
j 〉 =
1
4
(
〈T
(2)
i T
(3)
j 〉+ 〈T
(3)
i T
(2)
j 〉
− 〈T
(2)
i T
(2)
j 〉 − 〈T
(3)
i T
(3)
j 〉
)
,
Gzzij = 〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉 =
1
4
(
〈T
(1)
i T
(1)
j 〉+ 〈T
(4)
i T
(4)
j 〉
− 〈T
(1)
i T
(4)
j 〉 − 〈T
(4)
i T
(1)
j 〉
)
. (9)
For the most general spin Hamiltonian, all generalized
correlation functions might be different. In the follow-
ing, we will consider the XXZ Heisenberg model (see
Eq. (15)) 〈T
(2)
i T
(2)
j 〉 = 〈T
(3)
i T
(3)
j 〉 = 0 and 〈T
(2)
i T
(3)
j 〉 =
〈T
(3)
i T
(2)
j 〉. In addition, due to up-down symmetry in the
region −1 < ∆ < 1, 〈T
(1)
i T
(1)
j 〉, 〈T
(1)
i T
(4)
j 〉, 〈T
(4)
i T
(1)
j 〉,
〈T
(4)
i T
(4)
j 〉 are not independent and they are related to
〈Szi 〉 and 〈S
z
j 〉. On the other hand, as was mentioned ear-
lier, the matrix elements of ρij can be expressed in terms
of the same generalized correlation functions. The non-
vanishing matrix elements are shown for the XXZ model
in Table I, where, for easier readability, the notationm/n
is used for 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉.
ρij |↓〉i |↓〉j |↓〉i |↑〉j |↑〉i |↓〉j |↑〉i |↑〉j
|↓〉i |↓〉j 1/1
|↓〉i |↑〉j 1/4 2/3
|↑〉i |↓〉j 3/2 4/1
|↑〉i |↑〉j 4/4
TABLE I. Block-diagonal form of the two-site reduced density
matrix expressed in terms of generalized correlation functions.
Here m/n denotes 〈Ψ | T
(m)
i T
(n)
j |Ψ〉.
The eigenvalues of the two-site density matrix ω(α)
(α = 1, . . . , q2) can easily be calculated. Two of the
eigenvalues are determined by the 1× 1 blocks given by
〈T
(1)
i T
(1)
j 〉 and 〈T
(4)
i T
(4)
j 〉 and can be expressed as
ω
(1)
ij =
1
4
−
1
2
〈Szi 〉 −
1
2
〈Szj 〉+ 〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉 , (10)
ω
(4)
ij =
1
4
+
1
2
〈Szi 〉+
1
2
〈Szj 〉+ 〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉 . (11)
Here we consider specifically the Sz ≡
∑
i S
z
i = 0 sector
for which 〈Szi 〉 = 0; the expressions above can then be
further simplified. Similar calculation leads to
ω
(2,3)
ij = 1/4− 〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉 ± 〈S
+
i S
−
j 〉 . (12)
The entropies sij , si, and sj as well as the mutual in-
formation can be calculated from the eigenvalue spec-
trum of the one- and two-site reduced density matrix.
For example, when sites i and j are uncorrelated, both
〈Szi S
z
j 〉 and 〈S
+
i S
−
j 〉 vanish, and ω
(α)
ij = 1/4 for all α.
This means that the two-site subsystem is in a maximally
mixed state, and all q2 states are equally probable. As a
consequence, Iij = 0 since sij = ln 4 and si = sj = ln 2.
For the ferromagnetic ground state, an example of an
ordered state, 〈Szi S
z
j 〉 = 1/4, 〈S
z
i 〉 = 〈S
z
j 〉 = 1/2, and
〈S+i S
−
j 〉 = 0; thus, ω
(4)
ij = 1 and ω
(α)
ij = 0 for α = 1, 2, 3.
Since the two-site subsystem is in a pure state, it is fully
separable from the rest of the system. The correlation
between sites i and j, as given by the mutual information
Iij , is also zero, since si = sj = 0.
The spatial behavior of the mutual information can be
analyzed as a function of the distance l = |i− j|. In gen-
eral, the eigenvalues depend on the distance l and their
decay to zero or a constant value can be analyzed. The
decay rate for a given eigenvalue can depend on more
than one correlation function. Therefore, in order to de-
termine the exponent of the decay of the eigenvalues in
the l → ∞ limit, one has to analyze all the generalized
correlation functions that comprise a particular eigen-
value.
The asymptotic behavior of the mutual informaton can
also be determined in terms of the asymptotic behavior
of the generalized correlation functions. When the ex-
pectation values of the generalized correlation functions
become small for large distance l = |i− j|, the von Neu-
mann entropy for two sites, sij = −
∑
α ω
(α)
ij lnω
(α)
ij can
be series-expanded using ln (1 + x) ≈ x− x
2
2 , when x≪ 1.
In order to determine the leading terms in sij , we keep
the second-order terms in the series expansion and obtain
to leading order,
sij ≈ ln 4− 8〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉
2 − 4〈S+i S
−
j 〉
2 (13)
for large l = |i − j|. Since si is a constant, it follows
from Eqs. (2) and (13) that Iij decays as the square of
the slowest decaying correlation function.
This analysis can be extended to higher spin values
and to models with more than one quantum number.
For example, for a spin-one model, the two-site density
matrix contains 19 different generalized two-site correla-
tion functions. For a spin-1/2 fermionic model, 36 dif-
ferent two-site general correlation functions have to be
calculated;16,52 they are given explicitly in Ref. 55 but
are also summarized in Sec. IV. For fermions with larger
numbers of flavors, this number increases significantly.
To indicate how this occurs, we summarize the number
of nonzero matrix elements in the reduced two-site den-
sity matrix, i.e., the number of operator combinations to
be calculated, in Table II for the models studied in the
present work. Note that the number of non-vanishing
independent correlation functions to be calculated can
be reduced by taking into account up-down or left-right
symmetries.
We note that the procedure outlined above can be ex-
6Model q Nops
S=1/2 spin 2 6
S=1 spin 3 19
2-flavor fermion 4 36
3-flavor fermion 8 216
4-flavor fermion 16 1296
5-flavor fermion 32 7776
TABLE II. Number of nonzero matrix elements of the two-
site reduced density matrix for S-spin bosonic and S-flavor
fermion systems with local Hilbert space dimension q.
tended to obtain the n-site reduced density matrix. How-
ever, the structure of correlations as well as that of the
entanglement becomes much more complicated if more
than two sites are involved,61 and, accordingly, the rel-
evant measures of correlations and their interpretations
are not well understood. Nevertheless, the correlation in
the respective subsystems can be characterized by gener-
alizations of the two-site mutual information. For exam-
ple, the three-site correlation can be defined as a Venn-
diagram-based three-site generalization62 of the two-site
mutual information,
Iijk = si + sj + sk − sij − sik − sjk + sijk . (14)
The three-site reduced density matrix ρijk can be ex-
pressed in a straightforward way; Table III gives its def-
inition for the spin-1/2 case.
↓↓↓ ↓↓↑ ↓↑↓ ↑↓↓ ↓↑↑ ↑↓↑ ↑↑↓ ↑↑↑
↓↓↓ 1/1/1
↓↓↑ 1/1/4 1/2/3 2/1/3
↓↑↓ 1/3/2 1/4/1 2/3/1
↑↓↓ 3/1/2 3/2/1 4/1/1
↓↑↑ 1/4/4 2/3/4 2/4/3
↑↓↑ 3/2/4 4/1/4 4/2/3
↑↑↓ 3/4/2 4/3/2 4/4/1
↑↑↑ 4/4/4
TABLE III. Block-diagonal form of the three-site den-
sity matrix expressed in terms of correlation functions.
Here ↓↓↓denotes the state |↓〉i|↓〉j |↓〉k and m/n/l denotes
〈Ψ | T
(m)
i T
(n)
j T
(l)
k |Ψ〉.
III. ANISOTROPIC SPIN-1/2 HEISENBERG
CHAIN
We consider first the anisotropic spin-1/2 Heisenberg
chain where the numerical results can be compared to
exactly known behavior. The Hamilton has the form
H =
∑
i
[
1
2
(S+i S
−
i+1 + S
−
i S
+
i+1) +∆S
z
i S
z
i+1
]
(15)
where S+i and S
−
i are the spin raising and lowering op-
erators, respectively, Szi is the z component of the spin,
and ∆ parameterizes the anisotropy. The ground state
of the system is critical for −1 < ∆ ≤ 1, and it has fer-
romagnetic and antiferromagnetic order for ∆ ≤ −1 and
∆ > 1, respectively.
In order to characterize the behavior, we consider
the critical exponents νa of the correlation functions
〈Sai S
a
j 〉 ∼ |i − j|
−νa with a ∈ {x, y, z}. The values of
these critical exponents have a known dependence on
∆:63
νx = νy = 1/νz = 1− arccos(∆)/pi . (16)
As discussed in Sec. II C, the generalized correlation func-
tions 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 can be expressed directly in terms of
the spin-spin correlation functions 〈Szi S
z
j 〉 and 〈S
+
i S
−
j 〉,
so that the νa in Eq. (16) should directly determine the
behavior of 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉.
The correlation functions depend essentially on the
type of intermediate states for which the matrix elements
of T
(m)
i and T
(n)
j are finite between these states and the
ground state. In conformal field theory, the two-site cor-
relation functions fall into groups characterized by the
value of the exponent, which we will denote by νgk, where
k labels the group number. Although the XXZ Heisen-
berg chain is not conformally invariant, its correlation
functions decay with an oscillatory amplitude, and the
system has a tower structure in the excitation spectrum.
Eq. (16) implies that there will be algebraic decay that
falls into two groups in general, νx = νy and νz = 1/νx,
which coalesce into one group for ∆ = 1. In Fig. 2(a),
we have plotted the absolute value of the connected part
〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉C of the two independent generalized two-site
correlation functions used to construct the two-site re-
duced density matrix (see Table I) as well as Iij itself.
Correlations measured in the bulk are plotted as a func-
tion of j for i = N/4 for ∆ = 1 and various system
sizes on a log-log scale. For the SU(2) symmetric case,
∆ = 1, we find that both independent generalized cor-
relation functions scale to zero algebraically as l → ∞
with an exponent νg1 = 0.95(3), i.e., they do, in fact,
form a single group. The mutual information IN/4,N/4+l
also decays to zero algebraically, IN/4,N/4+l ∼ l
νI , but
with a different exponent, νI = 1.97(3) ≃ 2 × νg1. For
the isotropic case 〈S+i S
−
j 〉 = 2〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉, the four eigenval-
ues derived from Eqs. (11,12) are ω
(1,2,4)
ij = 1/4+〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉,
ω
(3)
ij = 1/4−3〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉, and sij = ln 4−24〈S
z
i S
z
j 〉
2, so the
exact value of νI = 2.
For ∆ 6= 1, we summarize the content and behavior
of the two groups of correlation functions, corresponding
to longitudinal and transverse correlations, in Table IV
for ∆ = 0.5. We obtain νg1 = 1.48(3) (exact value:
νz = 3/2), νg2 = 0.69(4) (exact value νx = νy = 2/3),
and νI = 1.39(5) (exact value: νI = 2 × ng1 = 4/3).
Thus, here we also find that the mutual information de-
cays twice as fast as the slowest decaying correlation
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Decay of the connected part
〈T
(m)
N/4
T
(n)
N/4+l
〉C of the various two-site general correlation
functions used to construct the two-site density matrix and
the two-site mutual information IN/4,N/4+l as a function of
distance l for various system sizes on a log-log scale for (a)
∆ = 1 and (b)∆ = 0.5. The solid lines show linear fits used to
obtain decay exponents for (m/n) = (2/3), (1/1), and (4/4),
and for IN/4,N/4+l.
function, as can be seen explicitly in Fig. 2(b). For a
purely XX interaction, ∆ = 0, we obtain νg1 = 0.52(5)
for〈T
(2)
1 T
(3)
l 〉 (exact value: νx = νy = 0.5), while
〈T
(1)
1 T
(1)
l 〉, 〈T
(1)
1 T
(4)
l 〉, 〈T
(4)
1 T
(1)
l 〉, and 〈T
(4)
1 T
(4)
l 〉 decay
with an exponent νg2 = 2.15(8) (exact value: νz=2).
The mutual information decays with the exponent νI =
1.07(3) ≃ 2× νg1.
Note that in order to obtain more accurate values
for the critical exponents, we would have to carry out
an accurate finite-size scaling, probably including non-
leading effects such as logarithmic corrections.64 When
the U(1) symmetry is broken, for example, by switch-
ing on a magnetic field, 〈T (1)T (1)〉 6= 〈T (4)T (4)〉 and
〈T (1)T (4)〉 6= 〈T (4)T (1)〉. In this case, the correlation
functions break up completely into different groups. In
higher spin sectors, we find the same relationship, but
additional oscillations appear in the decay of the corre-
lation functions, and 〈Szi S
z
j 〉 scales to a finite value due
to the finite value of Sztot =
∑
i S
z
i .
IV. SU(n) HUBBARD MODEL
In this section, we apply our method to the SU(n)
symmetric Hubbard model for n = 2, 3, 4, and 5 for com-
mensurate fillings f = p/q, where p and q are relatively
Group-1 (algebraic), νg1 = 0.69(4)
Operator combination Second quantized form ∆S G
denoted as (m/n) T
(m)
i T
(n)
j
(2/3) S−i S
+
j −1 G
xx, Gyy
(3/2) S+i S
−
j 1 G
xx, Gyy
Group-2 (algebraic), νg2 = −1.48(3)
(1/1) (−Sz + 121 )i(−S
z + 121 )j 0 G
zz
(1/4) (−Sz + 121 )i(S
z + 121 )j 0 G
zz
(4/1) (Sz + 121 )i(−S
z + 121 )j 0 G
zz
(4/4) (Sz + 121 )i(S
z + 121 )j 0 G
zz
Mutual information (algebraic), νI = −1.39(5)
TABLE IV. Characterization of the two-site correlation func-
tions based on their decay type and the value of their exponent
for the spin-1/2 anisotropic Heisenberg chain at ∆ = 0.5 with
N = 128 sites. Here ∆S shows how T
(m)
i changes the spin
quantum number. The corresponding conventional correla-
tion functions as given in Eq. (9) are indicated byG. Operator
combinations in group 1 correspond to transverse components
and in group 2 to the longitudinal component of the spin cor-
relations. The exact critical exponents are νx = νy = 2/3 and
νz = 3/2.
prime. The SU(n) Hubbard model has the Hamiltonian
H = −t
N∑
i=1
n∑
σ=1
(c†i,σci+1,σ + c
†
i+1,σci,σ)
+
U
2
N∑
i=1
n∑
σ,σ′=1
σ 6=σ′
ni,σni,σ′ , (17)
whereN is the number of sites in the chain. The operator
c†i,σ (ci,σ) creates (annihilates) an electron at site i with
spin σ, where the spin index is allowed to take on n dif-
ferent values. Here ni,σ denotes the particle-number op-
erator, t the hopping integral between nearest-neighbor
sites, and U the strength of the on-site Coulomb repul-
sion. For consistency, the spin (or, for n > 2, flavor)
index of the operators will be indicated by a subscript
index running from 1 to n, even for the SU(2) case. In
what follows, we will take t as the unit of energy.
By studying the length-dependence of the entropy of
finite blocks of long chains, some of us showed in a previ-
ous work65 that the system has drastically different be-
havior depending on whether q > n, q = n, or q < n.
In addition, by taking the Fourier transform of the os-
cillatory behavior of the block entropy,21 we were able
to determine the position of soft modes in the excita-
tion spectrum when the model is critical and the spatial
inhomogeneity of the ground state when the system is
gapped.66
When q > n, the umklapp processes are irrelevant,
and the model is equivalent to an n-component Luttinger
liquid with central charge c = n. When q = n, the
charge and spin modes are decoupled, and the umklapp
processes open a charge gap for finite Uc > 0, while the
spin modes remain gapless and the central charge c =
8n− 1. The value of Uc is still a subject of debate,
65,67,68
but it is known that the translational symmetry is not
broken in the ground state for any n.
On the other hand, when q < n, the charge and spin
modes are coupled, the umklapp processes open gaps
in all excitation branches, and a spatially non-uniform
ground state develops. Bond-ordered dimerized, trimer-
ized, or tetramerized phases can be found as the filling is
varied. These known results are summarized in Table V,
and a schematic plot of the spatial inhomogeneity of the
ground state determined using dimerization entropy is
shown in Fig. 3 for various fillings and n values.
n c phase k∗
q = n any n n− 1 C0S(n− 1) 2pip/n
q < n n 6= 2 – C0S0 2pip/q
q > n any n n C1S(n− 1) 2pip/q
TABLE V. Central charge c and type of phase, as charac-
terized by the number of soft modes in the charge and spin
sectors (CxSy), for the p/q-filled SU(n) Hubbard model.
Half−filled and n>2                                   Dimerized
One−third−filled and n>3                         Trimerized
Quarter−filled and n>4                            Tetramerized
FIG. 3. (Color online) Depiction of the spatial inhomogeneity
of the ground state of the SU(n) Hubbard model in the ther-
modynamic limit for various fillings and q < n. The strength
of the bond is indicated by the number of lines connecting
nearest-neighbor sites.
This picture was obtained by calculating the spatial
variation of the two-site entropies of neighboring sites
along the chain. In this paper we will get a more quan-
titative description of the dimerized, trimerized, and
quadrimerized phases by calculating the spatial entangle-
ment maps of the two-site mutual information. Extract-
ing such spatial entanglement information and identify-
ing the underlying physical processes will be the subject
of the rest of this section.
A. The half-filled SU(2) Hubbard model
The SU(2) Hubbard model is a free fermion model for
U = 0 and is thus trivially conformally invariant. There-
fore, the results discussed in the previous section hold in
this case. For finite U and away from half filling, the
model is also conformally invariant, whereas for finite U
at half filling, the model is not conformally invariant.
Our procedure, however, also applies to non-conformally
invariant models, as will be shown below.
For convenience, we use the standard notation ↑ and ↓
for the σ = {1, 2} spin states. For a spin-1/2 fermionic
model, single-electron basis states can be empty, occu-
pied with a single spin-down or spin-up electron, or dou-
bly occupied. These states we denote as |– 〉, | ↓〉, | ↑〉,
and | ↑↓〉, respectively. Since the local basis is four-
dimensional, 16 possible transition operators T
(m)
i , as
displayed in Table. VI, arise. They can be written explic-
itly in terms of local fermion creation c†iσ, annihilation ciσ
and density niσ operators as
T (1) = (1 − n↑)(1 − n↓), T
(2) = (1 − n↑)c↓,
T (3) = c↑(1 − n↓), T
(4) = −c↑c↓,
T (5) = (1 − n↑)c
†
↓, T
(6) = (1 − n↑)n↓,
T (7) = −c↑c
†
↓, T
(8) = c↑n↓,
T (9) = c†↑(1 − n↓), T
(10) = c†↑c↓,
T (11) = n↑(1 − n↓), T
(12) = −n↑c↓,
T (13) = c†↑c
†
↓, T
(14) = c†↑n↓,
T (15) = −n↑c
†
↓, T
(16) = n↑n↓. (18)
Recalling that in this case 36 independent correlation
functions can be constructed (see Table II), we will now
relate them to ρij . Following the procedure outlined in
Sec. II A, the non-vanishing matrix elements of the two-
site density matrix ρij are given in Table VII. Note that
the two-site density matrix is block-diagonal in the par-
ticle number Nc and in the z component of the spin Sz.
The block-diagonal structure is evident, and the values
of m and n appropriate for each matrix element are dis-
played.
|– 〉i |–↓ 〉i |–↑ 〉i |–↑↓ 〉i
|– 〉i T
(1)
i T
(2)
i T
(3)
i T
(4)
i
|–↓ 〉i T
(5)
i T
(6)
i T
(7)
i T
(8)
i
|–↑ 〉i T
(9)
i T
(10)
i T
(11)
i T
(12)
i
|–↑↓ 〉i T
(13)
i T
(14)
i T
(15)
i T
(16)
i
TABLE VI. Single-site operators describing transitions be-
tween single-site basis states for a S = 1/2 spin system.
We analyze the decay properties of the various gen-
eralized correlation functions that appear in the opera-
tor decomposition of the reduced two-site density ma-
trix, as given in Eq. (18) and Table VII, and the two-
site mutual information. The exact critical exponents of
conventional correlation functions, which have the form
Gi,i+l = 〈AiA
†
i+l〉 ∼ l
−νG , where A is a single-site spin,
density, fermion-creation, or pair-creation operator (see
Table VIII), are known from the effective conformal field
9Nc=0,
Sz=0
Nc=1, S
z=- 1
2
Nc=1, S
z= 1
2
Nc=2,
Sz=-1
Nc=2, S
z=0
Nc=2,
Sz=1
Nc=3, S
z=- 1
2
Nc=3, S
z= 1
2
Nc=4,
Sz=0
ρi,j –– ––↓ –↓ – ––↑ –↑ – –↓ –↓ ––↑↓ –↓ –↑ –↑ –↓ –↑↓ – –↑ –↑ –↓ –↑↓ –↑↓ –↓ –↑ –↑↓ –↑↓ –↑ –↑↓ –↑↓
–– 1/1
––↓ 1/6 2/5
–↓ – 5/2 6/1
––↑ 1/11 3/9
–↑ – 9/3 1/11
–↓ –↓ 6/6
––↑↓ 1/16 2/15 3/14 4/13
–↓ –↑ 5/12 6/11 7/10 8/9
–↑ –↓ 9/8 10/7 11/6 12/5
–↑↓ – 13/4 14/3 15/2 16/1
–↑ –↑ 11/11
–↓ –↑↓ 6/16 8/14
–↑↓ –↓ 14/8 16/6
–↑ –↑↓ 11/16 12/15
–↑↓ –↑ 15/12 16/11
–↑↓ –↑↓ 16/16
TABLE VII. The two-site reduced density matrix ρij for SU(2) fermions expressed in terms of single-site operators, T
(m)
i with
m = 1 · · · 16. For easier readability only the upper indices of the operators are shown; thus, m/n denotes 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉. Here Nc
and Sz are the particle-number and z spin component quantum numbers of the two sites.
Half-filled case
G U = 0 U > 0
Gc†σcσ = 〈c
†
σ cσ〉 ν = 1 –
Gnn = 〈nn〉 ν = 2 1
Gzz = 〈Sz Sz〉 ν = 2 1
G+− = 〈S+ S−〉 ν = 2 1
G
(0)
p = 〈c
†
1c
†
2 c2c1〉 ν = 2 –
Non half-filled case
G U = 0 U ≫W
Gc†σcσ = 〈c
†
σ cσ〉 ν = 1 9/8
Gnn = 〈nn〉 ν = 2 3/2
Gzz = 〈Sz Sz〉 ν = 2 3/2
G+− = 〈S+ S−〉 ν = 2 3/2
G
(0)
p = 〈c
†
1c
†
2 c2c1〉 ν = 2 5/2
TABLE VIII. Conventional correlation functions and corre-
sponding exact values of the critical exponents, where n =
n1 + n2, S
z = (n1 − n2)/2 and S
+ = c†σcσ′ with σ ∈ {1, 2} ≡
{↓, ↑} and W = 4t is the bandwidth.
theory and are related to the behavior of finite-size cor-
rections to the ground state.69–72 They are determined
by the operator content of A, namely, by the number of
creation and annihilation operators for up- or down-spin
particles on the two branches (left and right) of the dis-
persion relation. The exponents depend in a relatively
simple manner on four parameters, i.e., on how the oper-
ator A changes the number of electrons, ∆Nc, the spin,
∆Sz, and on the value of charge current Jc and spin cur-
rent Js. In general, the exponents depend on U , and
are known exactly in the limiting cases. They are sum-
marized in Table VIII for both the half-filled and the
non-half-filled systems. At half filling, a metal-insulator
transition takes place at U = 0, leading to different be-
havior for U = 0 and U > 0. For the non-half-filled case,
the prefactor of the leading term, which determines the
critical exponent of the correlation function, may vanish
in the U → ∞ limit.69 Therefore, the U = ∞ case must
be treated separately. For example, for finite but large
U , νGnn = 3/2, whereas νGnn = 2 for U =∞.
We can express the conventional correlation functions
as linear combinations of the generalized correlation func-
tions. For example, using the definitions of single-site
transition operators as given in Eq. (18) and noting that
c†↓ = c↓(1 − n↑) + c↓n↑ = T
(5) − T (15), (19)
c†↑ = c↑(1 − n↓) + c↑n↓ = T
(9) + T (14), (20)
c↓ = c↓(1 − n↑) + c↓n↑ = T
(2) − T (12), (21)
c↑ = c↑(1 − n↓) + c↑n↓ = T
(3) + T (8), (22)
n↓ = n↓(1 − n↑) + n↓n↑ = T
(6) + T (16), (23)
n↑ = (1 − n↓)n↑ + n↓n↑ = T
(11) + T (16), (24)
Sz =
1
2
(n↑ − n↓) =
1
2
(n↑(1 − n↓)− n↓(1 − n↑))
=
1
2
(T (11) − T (6)) , (25)
10
the conventional correlation functions can be written as
Gnn = 〈T
(6)
i T
(6)
j 〉+ 〈T
(6)
i T
(11)
j 〉+ 2〈T
(6)
i T
(16)
j 〉
+ 〈T
(11)
i T
(6)
j 〉+ 〈T
(11)
i T
(11)
j 〉+ 2〈T
(11)
i T
(16)
j 〉
+ 2〈T
(16)
i T
(6)
j 〉+ 2〈T
(16)
i T
(11)
j 〉+ 4〈T
(16)
i T
(16)
j 〉 ,
Gzz =
1
4
(〈T
(11)
i T
(11)
j 〉+ 〈T
(6)
i T
(6)
j 〉)
−
1
4
(〈T
(6)
i T
(11)
j 〉+ 〈T
(11)
i T
(6)
j 〉) , (26)
G(+−) = 〈T
(7)
i T
(10)
j 〉 , (27)
Gc†
↓
c
↓
= 〈T
(5)
i T
(2)
j 〉 − 〈T
(5)
i T
(12)
j 〉
− 〈T
(15)
i T
(2)
j 〉+ 〈T
(15)
i T
(12)
j 〉 , (28)
Gc†
↑
c
↑
= 〈T
(9)
i T
(3)
j 〉+ 〈T
(9)
i T
(8)
j 〉
+ 〈T
(14)
i T
(3)
j 〉+ 〈T
(14)
i T
(8)
j 〉 , (29)
G(0)p = 〈T
(13)
i T
(4)
j 〉 . (30)
For U = 0, all generalized correlation functions and thus
the mutual information decay algebraically due to soft
modes at k = 0 and k = 2kF in both the spin and charge
sectors. These soft modes lead to a 2kF oscillation in
the leading terms. Grouping the operators according to
their decay type and increasing value of the exponent
(see Table IX), we identify three groups. The correla-
tion functions with the slowest algebraic decay are those
in group 1. They are composed of operators describing
single-particle transfer processes weighted by the occupa-
tion number of the spin-up and down-particle in various
ways. Specifically, these generalized correlation functions
have the form 〈AiBiA
†
jB
′
j〉, where, for example, A ≡ c1,
and B and B′ ∈ {n2, 1− n2}. The corresponding single-
site transition operators change the number of electrons
by ∆Nc = ±1 and the spin by ∆S
z = ±1/2, and we ob-
tain the exponent νg1 ≃ 0.98(4). Operators in the gener-
alized correlation functions falling into group 2 describe
density-like correlations, ∆Nc = 0, ∆S
z = 0, and decay
algebraically with an exponent νg2 ≃ 3.89(6). The gen-
eralized correlation functions have the form 〈AiBiA
′
jB
′
j〉
with Ai, A
′
j , Bi, B
′
j ∈ {n1, n2, (1− n1), (1−n2)}, and the
corresponding single-site transition operators are related
to basis states with odd numbers of particles. Operators
falling into group 3 describe spin-, density-, and pair-like
correlations ∆Nc ∈ {0,±2}, ∆S
z ∈ {±1, 0}, and decay
algebraically with an exponent νg3 ≃ 1.93(5). The cor-
responding single-site transition operators are related to
basis states with even numbers of particles.
We now consider the physical correlation functions, in
particular, the equal-time single- and two-particle Green
functions. According to Eq. (26), Gnn can be expressed
as a linear combination of generalized correlation func-
tions from group 2 and group 3; therefore, the small-
est ν of these two groups determine νGnn ≃ 1.92(5),
which is in agreement with the analytic result given in
Table VIII. According to Eqs. (27) and (28), Gzz and
(m/n) Second quantized form ∆Nc ∆S
z G
AiBj
Group-1(algebraic) νg1 = 0.98(4)
(12/15) [n↑c↓]i [n↑c
†
↓]j -1 0.5 Gc
↓
c†
↓
(2/15) [(1 − n↑)c↓]i [−n↑c
†
↓]j -1 0.5 Gc
↓
c†
↓
(2/5) [(1 − n↑)c↓]i [(1 − n↑)c
†
↓]j -1 0.5 Gc
↓
c†
↓
(3/14) [c↑(1 − n↓)]i [c
†
↑n↓]j -1 -0.5 Gc
↑
c†
↑
(3/9) [c↑(1 − n↓)]i [c
†
↑(1 − n↓)]j -1 -0.5 Gc
↑
c†
↑
(5/12) [(1 − n↑)c
†
↓]i [−n↑c↓]j 1 -0.5 Gc†
↓
c
↓
(8/14) [c↑n↓]i [c
†
↑n↓]j -1 -0.5 Gc
↑
c†
↑
(8/9) [c↑n↓]i [c
†
↑(1 − n↓)]j -1 -0.5 Gc
↑
c†
↑
Group-2(algebraic) νg2 = 1.92(5)
(11/11) [n↑(1 − n↓)]i [n↑(1 − n↓)]j 0 0 Gnn, G
z
σσ
(16/16) [n↑n↓]i [n↑n↓]j 0 0 Gnn
(1/16) [(1 − n↑)(1 − n↓)]i [n↑n↓]j 0 0
(1/1) [(1 − n↑)(1 − n↓)]i [(1 − n↑)(1 − n↓)]j 0 0
(6/11) [(1 − n↑)n↓]i [n↑(1 − n↓)]j 0 0 Gnn, G
z
σσ
(6/6) [(1 − n↑)n↓]i [(1 − n↑)n↓]j 0 0 Gnn, G
z
σσ
(4/13) [−c↑c↓]i [c
†
↑c
†
↓]j -2 0 G
(0)′
p
(7/10) [c↑c
†
↓]i [−c
†
↑c↓]j 0 -1 G
(+−)
Group-3(algebraic) νg3 = 3.89(6)
(11/16) [n↑(1 − n↓)]i [n↑n↓]j 0 0 Gnn
(1/11) [(1 − n↑)(1 − n↓)]i [n↑(1 − n↓)]j 0 0
(1/6) [(1 − n↑)(1 − n↓)]i [(1 − n↑)n↓]j 0 0
(6/16) [(1 − n↑)n↓]i [n↑n↓]j 0 0 Gnn
Mutual information νI = 1.95(4)
TABLE IX. Similar to Table IV but for the half-filled SU(2)
Hubbard model at U = 0. Generalized correlation functions
〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 are denoted as (m/n), and only the m ≤ n com-
ponents are shown. Here ∆Nc and ∆S indicate how T
(m)
i
changes the charge and spin quantum numbers, respectively.
The corresponding conventional correlation functions, G, are
listed in the last column.
G+− are composed of generalized correlation functions
from group 3 only; we obtain νGz = νGxy ≃ 1.92(5),
which is also consistent with the analytic result given in
Table VIII. According to Eq. (29), Gc†σcσ is composed
of generalized correlation functions from group 1 only;
we obtain νc†σcσ ≃ 0.98(4), reproducing the analytic re-
sult given in Table VIII. According to Eq. (30), G
(0)
p is
composed of generalized correlation functions from group
3 only; we obtain ν
G
(0)
p
= 1.92(6), in agreement with
the analytic result given in Table VIII. We have again
confirmed that the mutual information decays with the
exponent νI = 1.95(4), which decays twice as fast as
the most slowly decaying correlation function, which in
this case corresponds to one-particle transfer processes.
This means that the quasi-long-range entanglement in
the metallic case is due to one-particle-like hopping, as
expected.
For U = 10, it is known from the analytic picture
that the charge modes are gapped, while the spin modes
are gapless. Thus, the correlation functions that cou-
ple to the charge mode are expected to decay exponen-
tially, while those that couple to the spin mode are ex-
pected to decay algebraically. Classifying the correla-
11
tion functions according to their type of decay and the
value of the correlation length or the exponents as de-
scribed above, we find two groups of exponentially de-
caying and two groups of algebraically decaying correla-
tion functions, as summarized in Table X. We find that
Group-1(algebraic), νg1 = 0.98(3)
(7/10), (10/7), (6/11), (11/6), (6/6), (11/11)
Group-2(algebraic), νg2 = 3.78(3)
(11/16), (16/11), (1/11), (11/1), (1/16), (16/1),
(6/16), (16/6), (1/6), (6/1), (1/1), (16/16)
Group-3(exponential), ξg3 = 1.07(2)
(12/15), (15/12), (5/12), (12/5), (3/14), (14/3), (8/14), (14/8),
(2/15), (15/2), (2/5), (5/2), (3/9), (9/3), (8/9), (9/8)
Group-4(exponential), ξg4 = 0.51(3)
(4/13), (13/4)
Mutual information(algebraic), νI = 2.08(5)
TABLE X. Similar to Table IV but for the half-filled SU(2)
Hubbard model at U = 10. The corresponding single-site
transition operators are summarized in Eq. (18). The gener-
alized correlation functions 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 are denoted as (m/n).
the mutual information again decays twice as fast as the
slowest algebraically decaying correlation functions; we
obtain an exponent νI = 1.95(5) ≃ 2×0.98(3). The most
slowly decaying correlation functions (νg1 = 0.98(3))
are in group 1 and correspond to spin-flip excitations,
∆Nc = 0, ∆S
z ∈ {±1, 0}, as is to be expected from
the spin-density-like nature of the ground state. The
one- and two-particle hoppings (groups 3 and 4) decay
exponentially, and we find that the decay length of the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Correlation functions measured rel-
ative to the middle of the chain for U = 10, with (a) the
two groups of exponentially decaying functions plotted on a
semi-logarithmic scale and (b) the two groups of algebraically
decaying correlation functions plotted on a log-log scale, both
as a function of distance l. The straight lines are the results
of our fits.
two-particle hopping is twice of that of the single-particle
hopping. The reason for this behavior is that the two-
particle gap is twice as large as the one-particle gap in
the thermodynamic limit, as is shown in Fig. 5(b). Note
that the relation ∆pair(N) = 2×∆band(N) holds for any
N at U = 0, while this becomes true only in the thermo-
dynamic limit for finite U (Figs. 5(a),(b)).
By carrying out a similar analysis for the quarter-filled
case at U = 10, we obtain the results displayed in Ta-
ble XI. The generalized correlation functions fall into
Group-1(algebraic), νg1 = 1.12(3)
(12/15), (15/12), (5/12), (12/5), (3/14), (14/3), (8/14), (14/8),
(2/15), (15/2), (8/9), (9/8), (2/5), (5/2), (3/9), (9/3)
Group-2(algebraic), νg2 = 1.48(4)
(7/10), (10/7), (1/11), (11/1), (6/11), (11/6), (1/6), (6/1),
(1/1), (6/6), (11/11)
Group-3(algebraic), νg3 = 2.47(4)
(11/16), (16/11), (1/16), (16/1), (6/16), (16/6), (16/16),
(4/13), (13/4)
Mutual information(algebraic), νI = 2.19
TABLE XI. Similar to Table IV but for the quarter-filled
SU(2) Hubbard model at U = 10. The corresponding single-
site transition operators are summarized in Eq. (18). The
generalized correlation functions 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉 are denoted as
(m/n).
three groups with exponents νg1 = 1.12(3), νg2 = 1.48(4),
and νg3 = 2.47(4). Applying Eqs. (26)–(30), we ob-
tain the corresponding exponents of the conventional cor-
relation functions, νG
c
†
σcσ
= 1.12(3), νGnn = νGzz =
νG+− = 1.48(4), and νG(0)p
ν ≃ 2.47(4), again in agree-
ment with the analytic results given in Table VIII. The
mutual information decays algebraically with an expo-
nent νI = 2.19(4), indicating that the long-range entan-
glement is due to the one-particle hopping term here as
well.
B. SU(n) Hubbard model with n > 2
Next we consider the SU(n) Hubbard model with n > 2
at half filling, f = 1/2, for large Coulomb interaction,
U = 10. It has been shown using bosonization that, in
this case, the ground state is dimerized for even values
of n.73 The same scenario has also been shown numeri-
cally to occur for odd n values.66 For n = 3 and q < n,
only the half-filled case occurs; therefore, we investigate
the entanglement pattern for the n = 4 and n = 5 cases
only. The results for a a finite chain of length N = 24
for n = 4 are displayed in Fig. 6(a), finite-size scaling of
the leading entangled bonds in Fig. 6(b), and the result-
ing entanglement bonds in the thermodynamic limit in
Fig. 6(c). It can be clearly seen that the strongly and
weakly entangled bonds alternate along the chain, as is
expected for a dimerized phase.
Since the spin and charge modes are coupled and both
12
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Finite-size scaling of the single-particle
(∆band) and pair (∆pair) gap for the half-filled SU(2) Hubbard
model at (a) U = 0 and (b) U = 10.
ξ group ∆Nc ∆S
z Representative operator
number combination: 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉
2.32(4) g1 0 {±3,±2,±1} (c†1c2n3n4)i (c1c
†
2n3n4)j
g1 0 0 (n1n2n3(1 − n4))i ×
(n1n2(1− n3)n4)j
1.92(3) g2 0 {±4,±2, 0} (c†1c
†
2c3c4)i (c1c2c
†
3c
†
4)j
g2 0 0 (n1n2n3n4)i (n1n2n3n4)j
1.25(4) g3 ±1 − 32 , . . . ,
3
2 (c
†
1n2n3n4)i (c1n2n3n4)j
0.88(6) g4 ±1 − 72 , . . . ,
7
2 (c
†
1c
†
2c3n4)i (c1c2c
†
3n4)j
0.61(8) g5 ±2 −2, . . . , 2 (c†1c
†
2n3n4)i (c1c2n3n4)j
0.46(5) g6 ±2 {±3,±1} (c†1c
†
2c
†
3c4)i (c1c2c3c
†
4)j
0.36(7) g7 ±3 − 32 , . . . ,
3
2 (c
†
1c
†
2c
†
3n4)i (c1c2c3n4)j
0.22(7) g8 ±4 0 (c†1c
†
2c
†
3c
†
4)i (c1c2c3c4)j
1.16(4) I Mutual Information
TABLE XII. Categorization of the generalized correlation
functions for the half-filled SU(4) Hubbard model at U = 10.
modes are gapped, all generalized correlation functions
decay exponentially, Gi,i+l = 〈AiBi+l〉 ∼ exp(−l/ξ)
with ξ the decay length, as can be seen in Fig. 7. We
group the generalized correlation functions into groups
with the same decay length and find that they fall into
eight groups, tabulated in Table XII. Since the general-
ized correlation functions describe all allowed transitions
from an initial to a final state on a subsystem consist-
ing of two sites, they encompass processes which corre-
spond to spin and density correlations, as well as one-
and multi-particle hopping on those two sites. The op-
erators Ai in the correlation functions can now be char-
acterized by eight independent parameters or by their
proper symmetric and antisymmetric combinations. In
analogy to results of conformal field theory, we expect
that the decay lengths might be some simple function
of the eight parameters. The possible values of ∆Nc and
∆Sz corresponding to the eight different groups are given
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Graphical representation of the
components of the two-site mutual information for the SU(4)
Hubbard model at half filling for N = 24 lattice sites. (b)
Finite-size scaling of the leading entanglement bonds. (c)
Entanglement pattern in the thermodynamic limit, with the
width of the lines indicating the strength of the entangle-
ment bonds. Entanglement bonds IN/2,N/2−1, IN/2,N/2+1,
IN/2,N/2−2, IN/2−1,N/2−2, IN/2+1,N/2+2, are denoted by the
symbols ×, ♦, 2, #, and +, respectively.
in Table XII. In general, the single-site transition oper-
ators, T
(m)
i , can contain r fermion operators and 4 − r
density-like operators with r = 0, . . . , 4. In addition, the
r fermion operators are constructed from various combi-
nations of creation and annihilation operators with differ-
ent spin values. Some representative operator combina-
tions are listed in the last column of Table XII. It is clear
that the largest decay length corresponds to those gener-
alized correlation functions where Ai does not change the
particle number, i.e., ∆Nc = 0. These are the slowest de-
caying correlation functions and are collected in groups 1
and 2. Group 2 also includes single-site transition opera-
tors with r = 0 fermion operators, and they are related to
components of spin- and density-like conventional corre-
lation functions. In the subsequent groups, as the single-
site transition operator adds more and more particles to
the system, the corresponding decay length decreases.
The fastest decaying correlation functions correspond to
∆Nc = 4, which is the maximum value. In addition to
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Similar to Fig. 4 but for the half-filled
SU(4) Hubbard model with N = 60 sites for U = 10.
the strong ∆Nc dependence, the decay length also de-
pends on ∆Sz because the related single-site transition
operators describe different spin-flip processes. Single-
site transition operators in group 3, 5, 7, and 8 contain
r = 1, 2, 3, and 4 fermionic creation operators and 4− r
density-like operators, respectively. Their correspond-
ing decay length drops systematically by a factor of two
within our numerical error. A similar tendency is ob-
served for groups 2, 4, and 6. It is worth reiterating that
the decay length of 〈T mi T
n
j 〉 depends only on the num-
ber of creation and annihilation operators, i.e., it is inde-
pendent of the various combinations of the density-like
operators by which the action of the fermion operators
are weighted.
In order to further elucidate the origin of the behavior
of the decay lengths of the different groups, we have cal-
culated the band gaps formed by adding particles with
different flavors as well as by adding particles with the
same flavor. In both cases, the scaled gaps become equal
in the thermodynamic limit, indicating that the level
structure in the energy spectrum is uniformly spaced.
A similar structure has been found in the spin sector as
well. This behavior is shown for the half-filled SU(4)
Hubbard model in Fig. 8. The fact that higher excita-
tion gaps are integer multiples of the one-particle gap
holds already for the finite chain with N = 60 lattice
sites for which the decay lengths of the generalized cor-
relation functions have been determined. These decay
lengths are sometimes but not always integer multiples
of each other. In addition, the observed trend for groups
3, 5, 7, and 8 and for groups 2, 4, and 6 is not linear.
This can be understood by the fact that when band gaps
are determined, the particles are added to the overall sys-
tem. Thus, they are delocalized along the whole chain,
whereas, for single-site transition operators with increas-
ing ∆Nc, more and more particles are added to a single-
site subsystem. Higher excitations are possible in the
latter case, so the decay length can decrease faster than
the band gaps for the same ∆Nc values.
In summary, the slowest decaying generalized corre-
lation functions belong to group 1, which have a de-
cay length of ξg1 = 2.32. The two-site mutual infor-
mation also decays exponentially with a decay length
ξI = 1.16 = ξg1/2. Therefore, it has half of the longest
decay length of the slowest decaying generalized correla-
tion function.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Finite-size scaling of (a) the band
gaps related to adding one, two, three, or four particles to
the system and (b) the spin gap for the half-filled SU(4)
Hubbard model at U = 10. The gaps are denoted by
∆∆N1,∆N2,∆N3,∆N4 , where the labels ∆Nσ show the change
in the number of particles with spin σ.
A similar analysis for f = 1/3, i.e., the one-third-filled
case, is presented in Fig. 9. Note that highly entan-
gled three-site units are connected by a single entangle-
ment bond. The strengths of the extrapolated values of
the entanglement bonds show that next-nearest-neighbor
entanglement is also important within the three-site en-
tangled units. In addition, the entanglement map has
left-right symmetry with respect to the mid-point of the
three-site unit. The characterization of the correlation
functions is summarized in Table XIII, and finite-size
scaling of the relevant energy gaps is shown in Fig. 10.
The scaled gaps become equal again in the thermody-
namic limit, indicating an equidistant level structure in
the energy spectrum of both the charge and spin sectors.
According to Fig. 11 the decay length of the slowest de-
caying correlation function is ξg1 = 6.18(5), for which
∆Nc = 0 and ∆S
s = 0. The decay length of the two-site
mutual information is ξI = 3.02(4) = ξg1/2.
We consider the case of higher flavor number, n = 5,
in order to study even more extended spatial entangle-
ment patterns. For f = 1/4, i.e., the quarter-filled
case, a quadrimerized phase occurs, as can be seen in
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Similar to Fig. 6 but for the
SU(4) Hubbard model at one-third-filling. The entanglement
bonds IN/2,N/2−1, IN/2,N/2+1, IN/2,N/2−2, IN/2−1,N/2−2,
IN/2−2,N/2−3 are denoted by the symbols ×, ♦, 2, #, and
+, respectively.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Similar to Fig. 8 but for the one-
third-filled SU(4) Hubbard model at U = 10.
Fig. 12. The highly entangled four-site units are con-
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Similar to Fig. 4, but for the SU(4)
Hubbard model at f = 1/3 filling and U = 10 calculated for
a chain with N = 90 sites.
ξ group ∆Nc ∆S
z Representative operator
number combination: 〈T
(m)
i T
(n)
j 〉
6.18(5) g1 ±1 − 32 , . . . ,
3
2 (c
†
1n2n3n4)i (c1n2n3n4)j
4.54(4) g2 0 {±3,±2,±1} (c†1c2n3n4)i (c1c
†
2n3n4)j
g2 0 0 (n1n2n3n4)i (n1n2n3n4)j
3.03(3) g3 ±1 − 72 , . . . ,
7
2 (c
†
1c
†
2c3n4)i (c1c2c
†
3n4)j
2.27(3) g4 ±2 −2, . . . , 2 (c†1c
†
2n3n4)i (c1c2n3n4)j
2.04(7) g5 0 {±4,±2, 0} (c†1c
†
2c3c4)i (c1c2c
†
3c
†
4)j
1.49(3) g6 ±2 {±3,±1} (c†1c
†
2c
†
3c4)i (c1c2c3c
†
4)j
1.0(2) g7 ±3 − 32 , . . . ,
3
2 (c
†
1c
†
2c
†
3n4)i (c1c2c3n4)j
0.45(4) g8 ±4 0 (c†1c
†
2c
†
3c
†
4)i (c1c2c3c4)j
3.02(4) I Mutual Information
TABLE XIII. Similar to Table XII but for the one-third-filled
SU(4) Hubbard model at U = 10.
nected by single entanglement bonds. The strengths of
the extrapolated values of the entanglement bonds indi-
cate that next-nearest-neighbor entanglement is present
within the four-site structure. In addition, second- and
third-nearest-neighbor entanglement bonds also remain
finite in the thermodynamic limit.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have formulated a method to charac-
terize entanglement patterns in correlated systems. The
measure that we use is the two-site mutual information,
which is formed from the von Neumann entropy of the
two-site and one-site density matrices. We have shown
that the reduced density matrix of two- and three-site
subsystems can be expressed in terms of two- and three-
site generalized correlation functions related to all two-
and three-site correlation functions based on site-local
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Similar to Fig. 6 but for the
SU(5) Hubbard model at quarter-filling. Entanglement
bonds IN/2,N/2−1, IN/2,N/2+1, IN/2,N/2−2, IN/2−1,N/2−2,
IN/2−1,N/2−3, IN/2−2,N/2−3 IN/2−3,N/2−4 are shown by sym-
bols ×, ♦, 2, #, ✩, C, +, respectively.
operators. This procedure can be extended to n-site sub-
system; thus the mutual information can be generalized
to the n-site case. The major part of this work, in par-
ticular, the numerical calculations, concentrate on the
two-site case.
For the S = 1/2 Heisenberg model, we have shown
explicitly how the generalized correlation functions are
constructed and have demonstrated that the dominant
long-distance behavior of the mutual information follows
the square of the most slowly decaying correlation func-
tion, which decays algebraically as the inverse of the dis-
tance. For the anisotropic Heisenberg model, both the
generalized and the physical correlation functions can be
divided into two groups that decay algebraically with dif-
ferent exponents. These exponents can be understood in
terms of the known exact values for the transverse and
longitudinal components of the spin correlations.
In Sec. IV, we have applied the methods to the
one-dimensional SU(n)-symmetric generalized Hubbard
model. For the half- and quarter-filled n = 2 case, we
classify the generalized correlation functions into groups
according to type of decay (algebraic or exponential)
and rapidity of decay (value of exponent and correla-
tion length, respectively). The classification is consistent
with the known excitation spectra at these points. We
find that the two-site mutual information again decays as
the square of the most slowly decaying correlation func-
tions at long distances.
For higher spin models, i.e., n = 3 at half filling for
large Coulomb interaction, we have confirmed the ex-
pected entanglement pattern of the dimerized ground
state in which strong and weak bonds between nearest-
neighbor pairs alternate on successive bonds. For n = 4
at one-third-filling, highly entangled three-site units are
connected by a single entanglement bond. Within such
three-site units, next-nearest-neighbor entanglement is
also important. For an even higher number of flavors,
n = 5, and at one-third-filling, we have again found three-
site units with similar properties. On the other hand, at
quarter filling, we have found highly entangled four-site
units which are connected by single entanglement bonds.
Within such entangled four-site units, second and third
nearest-neighbor entanglement bonds also remain finite
in the thermodynamic limit.
Therefore, based on our numerical results, we conclude
that for f = 1/q-filling and q < n, highly entangled q-
site units are connected by single entanglement bonds in
the ground state and within such entangled q-site units,
first-, second-, and up to q − 1-neighbor entanglement
bonds also acquire finite strength in the thermodynamic
limit. In addition, due to gaps in all excitation branches,
all generalized correlation functions, together with the
two-site mutual information, decay exponentially. Based
on the decay length, they fall into several groups. We
have found that their decay length depends on how the
corresponding single-site transition operator changes the
number of particles and the spin, consistent with the pic-
ture obtained from conformal field theory. The two-site
mutual information again decays as the square of the
most slowly decaying correlation functions; these correla-
tion functions can also be used to identify the elementary
excitation gap.
We remark that our method can easily be incorporated
into a wide class of matrix-product-state- and tensor-
network-state-based methods, of which the DMRG
method is just one example. In particular, the method
can be applied to higher-dimensional lattices to provide
the basis for an optimization procedure to order matrix-
product states and to construct efficient network topolo-
gies for tensor-network-state approaches.47 Furthermore,
our procedure can be utilized in other numerical methods
in which one- and two-site operator expectation values
are directly available. This is the case, for example, in
the Configuration Interaction (CI) and Quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) techniques. Extension of the present work
to study three-body entanglement is part of our planned
future work.
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